
HAPPY 30TH 
ANNIVERSARY SHRDC!  

Established on 14th February 1992, SHRDC has now finally
unlocked another incredible milestone that is being 30 long
years in the industry. Wow, what an unbelievable and fulfilling
journey it has been. Starting with only 5 staff up until 1999, the
company has grown with a huge number of staffs including
trainers, interns, trainees, students, and contract workers.
Since then, we have continuously strengthened our branding
by partnering up with many credible industries alike as well as
becoming partners with them. After 3 decades, our company's
vision and mission remain the same that is to be "Leading
Transformation Through Training" which has become our
tagline for the longest time, and we very much still stand by it.
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3 DECADES OF LEADING 
TRANSFORMATION 
THROUGH TRAINING

by MARISSA Z

23 years of Long Service, 
Meet Rachel Toh

by MARISSA Z

Started her career with SHRDC in 1999, Rachel
Toh has now celebrated working here for more
than 23 years. Before our current Executive
Director Sook Ling, Rachel was under the
guidance of Mr. Tan Beng Teong, who was the
Executive Director back then.  Back in 1999, the
company only had 5 staff and Rachel was the
company's staff number 6. 

"I have had a lot of Firsts with SHRDC. I'm
thankful for the opportunities SHRDC has
given me, especially when I got to travel to
many countries like Japan, the UK, the
USA, and China.  My message to all my co-
workers would be: Be open to learn and be
Curious"

Rachel started as a Systems Executive, to
handle a new department called Multimedia.
Her current position revolves around Corporate
Training Sales as well as all Corporate
Operations. To Rachel, SHRDC is like a family,,
everyone is always helping each other to grow,
can always seek help or seek comfort like
family members. Rachel is very passionate
about learning and helping people grow
especially in their careers. Learning should not
just be on paper, but a mindset,  and attitude.

To commemorate this special day, we had an
entire day of celebrating it uniquely - which
was by having SHRDC's very own treasure hunt
day! Where all staff was given clues, hints that
require them to solve the riddles that are
related to the company. At the end of the day,
what's a birthday without a little party and a
cake right? Thank you to everyone involved to
make this day a very special one.



CSR PROGRAMME:
BACK TO SCHOOL

by MARISSA Z

On February 19, SHRDC had successfully
wrapped up a very special and meaningful
event as part of our social responsibility as
an organization, for the community by
organizing a 'Back to School' programme
for school children from the areas of
Padang Jawa and Hulu Langat that were
severely affected by the flood not so long
ago.

Thank you so much to all committee
members and volunteers who have been
very much involved and invested in this
donation drive.

With this, we hope these children will
continue to look forward to their future and
for better days.

Much love, #SHRDCfamily

MANY THANKS GOES TO COMMITTEE
MEMBERS AND STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
WHO MADE THE EVENT SUCCESSFUL

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/shrdcfamily?__cft__[0]=AZVB9bhOEb069QpAcK4MF-OLs3awahGSS3Q5kHuDD62eDkfpFxSPU8ufq5jiq7eBNJsWQIZPWXoJW-kb6wbtleqAEZF7MaikxZa4eQvcC0GPBz-w8qF2Qd5Q1j8wq_TEvdVZLlq-63a1JZiHLS2rBuKbFy8C4Pf76xmW85_hT_rmmA&__tn__=*NK-R


WELCOME &
ORIENTATION DAY

by MARISSA Z

This month, we had welcomed two new
groups of training courses which include
MIDA - ICT Competence for Industry 4.0 and
AI and Machine Learning Competence for
Industry 4.0 respectively. 

It is always a good feeling and occasion
worth celebrating when we keep
welcoming new candidates with a lot of
potentials. 

Welcome on board to all new program
candidates, and we hope you will all
succeed with flying colors.

RiSE4WRD for 
Industry4wrd

by MARISSA Z

The RiSE4WRD for Industry4WRD programme
is meant to Increase SME manufacturing
companies’ productivity with recommended
steps in MITI’s Readiness Assessment.

up to rm25,000 Training grant for
malaysian sme employers with
iNDUSTRY4WRD READINESS
ASSESSMENT (RA) REPORT

For more information, you may reach out
to our sales representative, Mr. Farid Aizat
at farid.aizat@shrdc.org.my 



SHRDC x BOSSARD 
MALAYSIA FINALLY 
TAKES FLIGHT!

by MARISSA Z

With the rise of technology and
innovation, Industry 4.0 takes the
emphasis on digital technology from
recent decades to a whole new level with
the help of interconnectivity through the
Internet of Things.

After being put on hold for quite some
time due to the pandemic, finally, this
collaboration project with Bossard
Malaysia took off!

We are so excited to share with our
followers the outcome of this project, be
sure to stay tuned! Many thanks to
Bossard representatives who had visited
our premise for this project as well as the
production team.

We hope all of you enjoyed your time here
because we surely did. To many more
great things!

THANK YOU BOSSARD
MALAYSIAN FOR VISITING
SHRDC FOR THE FIRST TIME!

"Collaborating with like-minded partner

to promote #Industry40 technology in

Malaysia is always our top priority.

Partnering with education partner like

Selangor Human Resource Development

Centre definitely a catalyst towards this

aim" - Bossard Malaysia.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bossard-malaysia/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=industry40&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6905102040448561152
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shrdc/


SHRDC JOINS 
IOT ASIA+ 2022
DIGITAL EVENT 
AS SUPPORTING
ASSOCIATION!

by MARISSA Z

Selangor Human Resource Development Centre (SHRDC) is proud to be a
Supporting Organisation of the IoT Asia+ event happening on 16-17 March
2022 to converge communities, ignite changes and transform businesses. 

This year, IoT Asia+ expects a greater focus on the key areas such as
Healthcare, Retail, Transport & Logistics, Real Estate and more, catalysed by
the integration of powerful enabling technologies that include Blockchain,
AI and AR amongst others.

GRAB YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASS NOW: https://bit.ly/3Jiyube 

#IoTAsia+ #iot #iotsolutions #iottechnology #conncted #retail 
#healthcare #transport #logistics #realestate #ignite #change



FEBRUARY STAFF BIRTHDAYS
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SALES: FARID.AIZAT@SHRDC.ORG.MY 
RECRUITMENT: JURAINA@SHRDC.ORG.MY
EMAIL: ASK@SHRDC.ORG.MY

www.shrdc.org.my /shrdc /shrdc

/shrdcmy @shrdc.org.my 0169696079


